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What could be being said here?



Who am I?
…and why is CLIL important to me?



What are we going to do today?

We’ll talk about practical (& adaptable) examples of CLIL

We’ll explore activities that hopefully you’ll be able to 
use in your own lessons



But first…..

Think of a lesson that you were giving
yesterday and summarize it in a seven word 
sentence

Write the sentence down



What is CLIL?
Content and language integrated learning (CLIL) is commonly 
described as a ‘____ focused educational approach in which an 
_________ language is used for the learning and teaching of both 
content and language’

Content and language integrated learning (CLIL) is commonly 
described as a ‘dual focused educational approach in which an 
additional language is used for the learning and teaching of both 
content and language’



Those seven words....

Now try a seven word sentence where 
every word, except for one) begins with 
the same letter.  
The sentence must still make sense
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Listening and describing

Listen carefully to the 

description



Take the yellow rectangular block and place the 

square red block on top of it in the middle.

Add the square grey block exactly on top of the 

red one.

Join the blue block centrally underneath the 

yellow one, but turned through 90 degrees.



Take the largest white block and join it corner to corner with the 

smaller white block with only an overlap of one circular joining 

element.  The smaller block should be on top.

Join the grey block onto the larger white block by placing it exactly 

in the middle of the white piece.

Create a third layer to your model by using the yellow block so that 

it overlaps as much of the square grey and white blocks as possible.

Take the red block and attach it to one end of the yellow block.

Mirror this at the other end of the yellow block with the smaller 

yellow block.

Bridge the gap with the remaining blue block.

One of the
possible

solutions!



A maths challenge…..



A B8cm

C

12cm

D

Draw a right-angled triangle ABC. 

AB should be horizontal and 8 cm 

long. AC should be perpendicular to 

AB and 12cm long.

Point D is exactly half way along CB.

Use Pythagoras’ theorem to calculate 

how long CD is. 



The image is horizontal. The photo is taken from the front. In the centre of the image 
there is a little girl walking on the beach near the sea. The sky is beautiful and the sand is 
greyish brown. The sun is setting and to the right side of the picture and the shadow of 
the girl reaches the left side. There is no artificial light. 

The girl is wearing a red Christmas wrapper on her like a coat and a silver Christmas 
decoration ribbon wrapped around her. The wind makes the Christmas wrapper sway on 
the left side 

She has also striped Christmassy pantyhose and grey socks but no shoes. She is dragging a 
small Christmas tree or one branch of it behind her. She is looking slightly to the left (sea). 
She has been walking a long time, the footprints and dragging marks are visible on the 
beach. The image makes me think of Christmas. 









Rules of the game:
• One person draws and only draws! They

may ask questions
• Before starting discuss strategy within the

team
• The rest of the team take in turns to go and

look at the original (they are not allowed to 
draw….or take photographs!)

• Each person in the team may only visit the
front once



Iconic photos and Twitter fiction
Ian Rankin

I opened the door to our flat and you were standing there, cleaver raised. Somehow you'd 

found out about the photos. My jaw hit the floor.

Jeffrey Archer

"It's a miracle he survived," said the doctor. "It was God's will," said Mrs Schicklgruber. "What 

will you call him?" "Adolf," she replied.

SJ Watson

She thanks me for the drink, but says we're not suited. I'm a little "intense". So what? I 

followed her home. She hasn't seen anything yet.

Helen Fielding

OK. Should not have logged on to your email but suggest if going on marriedaffair.com don't use our 

children's names as password.



Iconic photos and Twitter fiction

Write either a narrative (real or fictious) of the
photograph or a summary of what it is about and why
it is important

Write a second text and this time you must include
the two words on the back of the photograph too

Or for a real challenge smuggle a randomly generated
word into a one minute presentation
(https://randomwordgenerator.com/)

https://randomwordgenerator.com/




Now take one of your Twitter 
fiction texts and improve and

develop it using visuwords.com

http://www.visuwords.com/
http://www.visuwords.com/


Sorting and expressing opinions

Sort the inventions into chronological order



Sort the inventions into an order of greatest
significance

Sorting and expressing opinions

Sort the inventions into chronological order
1440 1590 18761859 1971

Although Chritian Huygens was
experimenting as early as 1680!



A graphic novel with huge clil
and language opportunities

Exploring narratives



•Write their own narrative text to accompany 

each image

•Write a narrative based on what the man 

himself is thinking and reflecting on the world 

around him

•Write a short poem that documents a 

fragment of storyline

•Write a newspaper article that reports the 

man’s plight

•Write the questions that they would use if 

they had a chance to interview the man – a 

second pupil could then try and answer the 

questions



Narratives are 
everywhere……

Try discussing in the group the
correct chronological order of 
this scientific narrative….

Then writing the narrative

Create your own working process
narrative, first photographically
and then written

1 2

3
4

5 6 7

8

9 10

11



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n-h32XpDYBw&feature=youtu.be

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n-h32XpDYBw&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n-h32XpDYBw&feature=youtu.be


Contentious quotations



‘Look at the careful use of light and dark on the face, it creates the 

illusion of three-dimensional form’

‘If the museum was ever to choose to sell the artwork I think, 

drawing on my experience in these things, it would probably become 

the most expensive artwork ever sold’

‘When I look at the artwork, all I see is the layer of 12mm impact resistant 

ballistic glass’

‘I see it every single day, it does nothing for me’

‘It’s so small’

‘It’s interesting but of so much less interesting than his helicopter design’



A-Z



What, Why, Where… 



Finishing the sentence

What I find………

Being Leonardo must have been difficult because…….

This man was a genius because……….

Leonardo’s influence was……….

His inventions are the most important because……….



Summarize Leonardo in a seven
word sentence where all the words
except for one begin with the
same letter 



Write a haiku about Leonardo



Caption competition
Write one serious and one humourous

caption for the Virgin of the Rocks



Make use of the resources 
that are out there

Websites too!
petersansom.wordpress.com

There is no one fantastic CLIL idea, it is about 
variety. The pupils will soon tell you if everyone is 

doing the same thing!


